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Three year contract 
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Our outline for today
◎What does a successful residency look like?
◎Why should institutions care?
◎Challenges 
◎Residency benchmarks (3,12,18 months)
◎Importance of mentorship 
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Why you are 
hiring a (diversity) 
resident
Clear mission 
and purpose  
AU: Competitive 
for a tenure-track







What resources do 
you already have 
in place?
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Why should insitutions care?
62017 ALA Demographic Study. “ALA Members by Race or Family Origin” http://www.ala.org/tools/sites/ala.org.tools/files/content/Draft%20of%20Member%20Demographics%20Su
rvey%2001-11-2017.pdf 
When asked “How do you describe your ethnicity?” 
in 2014, 3.9% responded “Hispanic or Latino.” In
2017, 4.7% responded “Hispanic or Latino.” 
7“Increasing numbers and 
percentages of Black and 
Hispanic students are attending 
college. Between 2000 and 2015, 
the percentage of college students 
who were Black rose from 11.7 to 
14.1 percent, and the percentage 
of students who were Hispanic 
rose from 9.9 to 17.3 percent” 
Table 306.10
Total fall enrollment in degree-granting postsecondary institutions, by level of enrollment, sex, attendance 
status, and race/ethnicity of student: Selected years, 1976 through 2015
https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=372
“Foellinger Auditorium, University of 
Illinois” by Vince Smith, used under 
Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 2.0) 

























• Expectations of 
research








Structure of the residency
What are your 
organizational 
needs?
What are your 
gaps?
How can a resident 
librarian gain 
experience from 
this new skilled 
labor?
What can your 
organization gain 
from new skilled 
labor?
Will it be 
rotational?
.









Advises on professional 
trajectory 
Research & Scholarship 
Service 
Confidentiality! 
Mentor and coordinator roles
Coordinator
Long & Short term 
plans for residency 
Identify needs of 
organization(and how 
resident librarian can 
gain experience)




◎ Build strong 
rapport
◎ Mutual trust 
Importance of mentor figures
◎ Instills confidence 
in new librarian 
◎ Peer mentoring 
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◎ Post hire (goals 
and support)
◎ Choose one or 




If I was a coordinator…
◎ Set priorities with 
resident librarian 
and follow them
◎ Take your role 
seriously!
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You can find me at:
Qlbarri@gmail.com
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